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2016-17 School Improvement Plan 
Little Cedars Elementary School 
Snohomish School District #201 

 

Principal - Lew Dickert        Assistant Principal - Sam Hanson 
 
Introduction 

 
The staff at Little Cedars Elementary School is in our tenth year of service .  Opened in 
2007 by Principal, Becky Brockman, Little Cedars is located in the southern portion of 
the Snohomish School District. Our feeder pattern leads to Valley View Middle School 
and finally to Glacier Peak High School.   
 
The demographic, programmatic and socio-economic information below places Little 
Cedars in a demographic group that has demonstrated the capacity for significant 
growth in the areas of academic and social growth measured by much of the current 
research on school improvement.  
 
Two of the key elements in stimulating the growth and change that we are striving for 
are from the work of Peter Senge and Carol Dweck.  Senge clarifies the need for 
systemic work that has a keen awareness of the “current reality(s)” in a school/system.  
Knowledge of the current mind set of practitioners and actual systemic conditions for 
professional growth are vital for a school to recognize, and select, growth opportunities.  
Secondly, a flexible mind set needs to be fostered (Dweck).  In the absence of clear 
reasoning for change/growth, it is very difficult to reach an effective level of building-
wide initiative to enhance the areas of instructional practice, interventions, and reliable 
assessments. 
 
The administrative and teacher leadership at Little Cedars are deeply interested in 
gathering information about our student and staff performance that will help us be 
more aware of our current impact on student learning, AND the potential we have to 
modify instruction, intervention and assessments to provide for a healthy culture with 
opportunities for all learners (staff and students) at Little Cedars.   
 
The primary goal of our School Awareness/Improvement/Growth Plan is for adults to 
participate enthusiastically in the professional development offerings that are made 
available to our staff, and that this professional development supports student growth 
in academic and social domains. 
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Demographics and Special Programs 
 

Student Demographics 

 

Enrollment 

October 2015 Student Count  707 

May 2016 Student Count  703 

Gender (October 2015) 

Male 373 52.8% 

Female 334 47.2% 

Race/Ethnicity (October 2015) 

Hispanic / Latino of any race(s) 51 7.2% 

American Indian / Alaskan Native 4 0.6% 

Asian 69 9.8% 

Black / African American 13 1.8% 

Native Hawaiian / Other Pacific Islander 2 0.3% 

White 515 72.8% 

Two or More Races 53 7.5% 

Special Programs 

Free or Reduced-Price Meals (May 2016) 70 10.0% 

Special Education (May 2016) 72 10.2% 

Transitional Bilingual (May 2016) 37 5.3% 

Migrant (May 2016) 0 0.0% 

Section 504 (May 2016) 33 4.7% 

Other Information (more info) 

Unexcused Absence Rate (2015-16) 290 0.3% 
 

 

 
Organizational Growth and Outcomes 

 
We continue to identify and implement opportunities to expand our effectiveness with 
regard to the Nine Characteristics of High Performing Schools and to support 
professional development that is supportive of the areas of emphasis that are 
articulated in the criteria for effective instruction outlined and detailed, by the 
Danielson Framework for teacher evaluation (T-PEP) and the AWSP Evaluation 
Framework for administrators in the State of Washington. 
 
The Snohomish School District has been engaged in the process of professional growth 
through a connection with the work of accomplished authors and educators, Doug 
Fisher and Nancy Frey.  Little Cedars staff are engaged in the study of several related 
texts.  In 2015-16 we read, How to Create A Culture of Achievement, by Fisher, Frey and 
Pumpian.  This work familiarized us with the concept of five pillars and supported our 
work in the areas of “welcoming” and “do no harm”.  That work did not seem to impact 
our instructional practices but it informed our work in the relational and cultural work of 
our school district.  As a result of our work, we distributed copies of, Better than Carrots 
or Sticks, by Smith, Frey, and Fisher, for staff to deeper understand the nature of 
restorative practices. 

javascript:openHelp('/Glossary.aspx#otherInfo');
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This year (2016-2017) we have expanded our research of professional development 
work to include two more text from these authors, Better Learning Through Structured 
Teaching, and The Purposeful Classroom.  Both written by Doug Fisher and Nancy Frey.  
We are still working with elements of both text as we try to evaluate our instructional 
practices.   
 
I am convinced that the cycle of instruction, intervention, assessment, and use of 
information about student learning to shape instructional decisions are keys to our 
continued growth.  With that in mind, and access to some excellent data 
representations of our SBA performance from 2014-15 and 2015-16, we went to work 
on our 2016-2017 School Awareness/Improvement/Growth plan for Little Cedars. 
  
 

 
 Nine Characteristics of High 

Performing Schools 
Eight Criteria of Teacher Evaluation 

in Washington State 

1 High Standards and Expectations for 
All Students 

(Criterion 1)     Centering instruction on high 
expectations for student achievement  
 

2 Curriculum, Instruction and 
Assessment Aligned with State 
Standards 

(Criterion 2) 
Demonstrating effective teaching practices  

3 Clear and Shared Purpose 
 

(Criterion 3)     Recognizing individual student 
learning needs and developing strategies to 
address those needs  

4 Supportive Learning Environment 
 

(Criterion 4)     Providing clear and intentional 
focus on subject matter content and 
curriculum  

5 Frequent Monitoring of Teaching 
and Learning 

(Criterion 5)  Fostering and managing a safe, 
positive learning environment  

6 Family/Community Involvement 
 

(Criterion 6)  Using multiple student data 
elements to modify instruction and improve 
student learning 

7 
 

High Levels of Collaboration and 
Communication 

(Criterion 7)   Communicating and 
collaborating with parents and school 
community  
__________________________________ 
Criterion 8)   Exhibiting collaborative and 
collegial practices focusing on improving 
instructional practice and student learning   

8 Focused Professional Development 
 

9 Effective School Leadership 
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Current Status Review 
 

Our School’s Previous Goals/Overview 
 
In 2015-2016 We also took a hard look at the intervention strategies that we have 
practiced.  In general terms, intervention has taken place outside of the classroom, and 
has been performed by a staff member, not the classroom teacher.  Last year each 
grade level was given an amount of $ and asked to develop an intervention for the 
students in their classes that did not qualify for formalized support.  The plans 
developed included regrouping, before/after school support, pull-out, and substitute 
time for intervention.  In the end, we agreed that we need to consider the instructional 
practices and materials in our classrooms to support our teachers in their efforts to 
differentiate instruction and meet the needs of more of our students within the 
classroom setting. 
 
We also initiated a LAP program this year and began to serve those students (K-4th) 
through an “in-class” model.  We have also attempted to transition our Resource Room 
(special education) model to include “in-class” support.  This has presented quite a 
struggle and we have had to retreat from the initial stance we took in September of 
2015.  We have several examples of success and look forward to working with the 
HSHMC staff to move this initiative forward. 
 
In 2016, we hired seven classroom teachers, a school psychologist, a librarian and a new 
Resource Room teacher.  Despite the challenges of integrating new staff, and a new 
Resource Room Teacher (experienced!) we are getting back on a path toward connected 
instruction between “general” and “special” education services. 
 
It was a significant boost to our staff to be able to hold a “Back to School Retreat” for all 
staff in August of 2016.  Many thanks to Scott Peacock for supporting that work.  That 
day was a gift to all of us! 
 
Teachers meet regularly as a staff and in grade level/program teams to discuss the 
learning needs and performance levels of their students. These teams are supported by 
peers, building level and district administration in developing and implementing 
remedial and enrichment strategies for students.  We incorporate formative information 
gained through classroom and informal assessments.   
 
We are focusing our instructional conversations on purposeful lessons, assessments, 
differentiation of instruction and the model of instruction frequently referred to as the 
Gradual Release Model of instruction.  This model is elaborated on by the work of Fisher 
and Frey, as well.  Our understanding of this strategy has been helped by our book study 
of Better Learning Through Structured Teaching. (Fisher and Frey) 
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I am pleased with the growth of discussion and the enthusiasm for enhancing our 
instructional and intervention practices.  The math curriculum for grades K-5th has taken 
a great deal of time for staff to acclimate to, but we are beginning to see the benefits of 
embracing a K-5 curriculum.   Not in performance, but in terms of connected language 
and practices. 
 
Our literacy is currently a separate program for writing and reading. We see some good 
outcomes from P-3 and are in the fourth, and final year of the phase in of the writing 
program.  Reading is still anchored by “Treasures, but we (Snohomish) widely recognize 
the need for more “leveled” material and a more comprehensive literacy program.  I 
appreciate our efforts to promote the transition through a district wide plan for 
upgrading the literacy program.   
 
Science and Social Studies materials seem to be outdated, but the connection of these 
disciplines to the ELA and Math instruction are increasing.  At LCE we need to strongly 
consider how/who delivers the instruction and determines the assessments that will 
prepare our students for middle school. 
 
Common assessments: 
 
The Smarter Balanced Assessment yielded several areas of analysis for us in ELA and 
Math results.  We are also using the baselines established by the information portrayed 
in the “Claims” (strands) for each subset of the SBA.  Allison recently prepared an 
extensive report from the SBA information for Little Cedars that is revealing some 
significant gaps in our instruction, and suggests inconsistent growth that is not impacted 
by our current practices.  In essence, our level two kids are staying at level two. We can 
impact that through our practice! 
 
Of particular note, and concern is the area of math.  Our math performance, especially 
in the areas of “Concepts and Procedures” (claim #1) and “Problem Solving, Modeling 
Data Analysis” (claim #2) were of interest and have generated conversations about math 
instructional strategies (math practices).   
 
Each of our grade levels (K-6) implements a common assessment for reading and math 
progress (STAR) at least three (3) times per school year.  We use this data, along with 
consistent formative and informal assessments across a grade level to gather 
achievement and performance data for our students. 
 
We are creating additional common assessments for their performance on writing 
prompts that are administered in the fall and in the spring of the school year. This year 
our LAP program is using IRR materials from Fountas and Pinnell to provide interval 
assessments for the various areas of reading instruction.  We saw OUTSTANDING 
growth in our LAP students and have seen the value of the Guided instruction provided 
by our LAP staff.  This is indeed a highlight from our 2015-2016 work together. 
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Our teachers meet regularly in grade level teams to share the results of their 
assessments and to guide their instruction by determining what is working 
instructionally and what is not for their students.  The content of these conversations 
are steadily improving by becoming more specific about student achievement and 
lesson design.  This year our emphasis is on establishing a practice of peer “walk-
throughs” to enhance collegial depth and connection.  
This is an area of professional growth for our school! 
 
Goals for the 2015-16 school year included the following: 
 

School  Math goal:   
Little Cedars Elementary School will increase the number of students meeting standard 
in math, as measured by classroom-based, district, and state assessments (SBA) by 5% in 
grades 3rd – 6th by June 2016. 
 
Outcomes:         3rd  4th  5th  6th 
2015 Math  70%  61%  52%  62% 
2016 Math  78%  68%  67%  60% 
 
At first glance, all grade but 6th grew by at least a 5% increase over the prior year.  At a 
deeper level of review, the cohort of 5th and 6th graders grew the most.  That is what we 
are looking for! 
 
School Reading goal:  
Little Cedars Elementary School will increase the number of students meeting standard 
in reading, as measured by classroom-based, district, and state assessments (SBA) by 5% 
in grades 3rd-6th by June 2016. 
 
Outcomes:         3rd  4th  5th  6th 
2015 ELA  69%  64%  61%  67% 
2016 ELA  70%  71%  67%  63% 
 
Again, each grade, except sixth posted a higher score than 2015, but the scores were 
more consistent with the cohort score from the year before, so I am not thinking the 
gains are attributed to a significant change in our instruction.  A deeper look into our 
claim scores has been more revealing, and that is the core of our 2016-2017 work. 
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School Science goal: 
Little Cedars Elementary School will increase the number of students meeting standard 
in science by 5%, as measured by classroom-based, district and state assessments (MSP) 
by June 2016. 
 
Outcomes:  5th Science 
2015       58% 
2016       77% 
 
This is a significant shift (19% points, over a standard deviation) and while the cohort for 
2016 scores better on math and science than the 2015 group, this is still something to 
be proud of and we attribute this to our improved focus and intentional science 
practices. As a footnote, we did have a larger group of 5th graders in our 4-5-6, and they 
were all at or above standard. 
 
Other goals: 
Little Cedars Elementary School will continue to evolve and revise the service cycles of 
the five pillars for a Culture of Achievement.  To be reviewed in June of 2016. 
 
This work resulted in our retreat content (revisiting the “Golden Circle” and beliefs at 
Little Cedars in August of 2016 and putting an emphasis on restorative practices as a 
larger part of our student-student, student-staff relationship plans. 
 

 
State tests and other data sources:  
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PERCENT OF STUDENTS MEETING STANDARD by SUBGROUP 

SBA ELA Special Education Low Income Limited English 

2015-2016 3rd 38% 3rd Suppressed 3rd Suppressed 

4th 45% 4th 45% 4th Suppressed 

5th Suppressed 5th 40% 5th Suppressed 

6th 17% 6th 50% 6th Suppressed  

2014-2015 3rd 75% 3rd Suppressed 3rd Suppressed 

4th Suppressed 4th Suppressed 4th Suppressed 

5th 30% 5th 54% 5th Suppressed 

6th 55% 6th 50% 6th Suppressed 

SBA Math Special Education Low Income Limited English 

2015-2016 3rd 38% 3rd Suppressed 3rd Suppressed 

4th 55% 4th 27% 4th Suppressed 
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5th Suppressed 5th 50% 5th Suppressed 

6th 25% 6th 50% 6th Suppressed 

2014-2015 3rd 64% 3rd 20% 3rd Suppressed 

4th Suppressed 4th Suppressed 4th Suppressed 

5th 20% 5th 31% 5th Suppressed 

6th 27% 6th 25% 6th Suppressed 

 
 

Other Student Learning Information we use: 

 
Student learning information in the following areas: 
 
Common assessments: 
The Smarter Balanced Assessment yielded several areas of analysis for us in ELA and 
Math results.  We are also using the baselines established by the information portrayed 
in the “Claims” (strands) for each subset of the SBA. 
 
Of particular note, and an area for attention/concern is the cohort of students in 6th 
grade, once again. I am not remotely suggesting that this is a 6th grade concern, but I do 
feel that we are seeing the impact of high special ed. referrals and low levels of 
intervention options as student move through LCE.  I am hoping that the trend slows 
down as we are in our second year of alternate intervention strategies and a full review 
of classroom instruction in general ed.  
 
Sam and I are pulling apart the claim data we received right before winter break and it 
seems to indicate that in “Math” the areas of “Concepts and Procedures” (claim #1) and 
“Problem Solving, Modeling Data Analysis” (claim #2) are of interest and have generated 
conversations about math instructional strategies (math practices).   
 
In regard to ELA SBA analysis- we are looking closely at writing strategies for 4th, 5th, and 
6th grade students. 
 
Each of our grade levels (K-6) implements a common assessment for reading and math 
progress (STAR) at least three (3) times per school year.  We use this data, along with 
consistent formative and informal assessments across a grade level to gather 
achievement and performance data for our students.  The STAR Data can be misleading 
if the administration of the measure is not closely monitored 
 
We are creating additional common assessments for their performance on writing 
prompts that are administered in the fall and in the spring of the school year. This year 
our LAP program is using IRR materials from Fountas and Pinnell to provide interval 
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assessments for the various areas of reading instruction.  Our LAP students actually 
“outgrew general education students in 2015-1016 (In terms of annual growth.). 
 
Our teachers meet regularly in grade level teams to share the results of their 
assessments and to guide their instruction by determining what is working 
instructionally and what is not for their students.  This is an area of positive growth for 
our school.  Sam and I participate in several meetings of each grade/team per year. 
 
 

Technology tools we use to support instructional and learning 
improvement priorities: 

 
Assessment: 

 Star Enterprise Reading and Math 

 Homeroom/Data Dashboard 

 Skyward  

 SBA administration and preparation 

 Additional COW carts for day to day and assessment use in grade 3-6 
 

Collaboration: 

 CANVAS 

 Microsoft 365 

 SMART Notebook 

 Sharing additional COW carts in grade 3-6 to facilitate instructional growth in all 
grades  

 More availability of the hardwired Labs for grades K-2 as a result of the COWS for 
3rd-6th grades 

 Digital Citizenship Curriculum distributed through Library instruction 
 
Parent engagement 

 Skyward Family Access 

 Homeroom 

 Canvas (Eventual source of classroom and school information. 

 District/school websites and social media  (We have Twitter, Instagram and 
Facebook for Little Cedars)  Managed by Mr. Hanson 

 School Messenger/School Connects 

 Email and List serve. 

 SBA evening for parents to see COW system for testing and instructional uses. 
 
Professional development: 

 Canvas 

 Microsoft 365  
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 SMART Notebook 

 Teacher Ready Cohorts 

 Use of COW carts to facilitate instructional opportunities in classrooms    

 Work with our TOSAs, to plan for some additional and specific professional 
development related to peer walk-throughs in our classrooms.  
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School District Goal:  Snohomish School District will increase the number of students meeting standard in reading and math, as 
measured by state, district and classroom-based assessments by June of 2017 by engaging in the following strategies: 
 

 Establishing a culture of achievement 

 Clarifying and articulating the purpose for learning and success criteria 

 Using the gradual release of responsibility model to help students assume ownership of their learning and guide students 
towards independent learning 

 Providing feedback that moves learning forward 

 Activating students as instructional resources for one another 

 Enriching collaboration and empowerment in all of our school communities 

 Using technology resources purposefully to support all of the above conditions 

 
School  Math goal:   
Little Cedars Elementary School will increase the number of students meeting standard in math, as measured by classroom-based, 
district, and state assessments (SBA) by (5% increase over the 2016 %) by June 2017. 
 
School Reading goal:  
Little Cedars Elementary School will increase the number of students meeting standard in reading, as measured by classroom-based, 
district, and state assessments (SBA) by (5% increase over the 2016 percentage) by June 2017. 
 
School Science goal: 
Little Cedars Elementary School will increase the number of students meeting standard in science by (5% increase over the 2016 
percentage), as measured by classroom-based, district and state assessments (MSP) by June 2017. 
 
Other goals: 
Our primary focus is on the current practices (reality) of general education in our classrooms.  By analyzing the current practice and 
evaluating the instructional cycles at Little Cedars Elementary we believe we can build on the strong foundation we have in place.  It 
is our goal to capture more learners through classroom practices and implementing more RTI strategies into our instruction. 
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Strategies we will use school-wide to support the development of formative assessment, improved instruction and increased 
learning for all student groups include: 
 
*AND… SEE ATTACHED DOCUMENTS FROM GRADE LEVEL/WORK TEAMS   
 

Activities Lead 
Person 

Others  Timeline Resources we will 
need/use 

Our plan for monitoring 
effectiveness 

Character 
or criterion 
addressed 

Start End    
Systemic Interventions Lew 

Dickert 
All staff Sept.

2015 
June 
2017 

Staff, subs, RR/LAP staff Pre-Post measures 
(STAR) and formative 
measures & classroom 
observations 

3,5 

Read Naturally-This program is 
provided for all of our primary 
students as both an extension 
and an intervention. For our 
intermediate students it is 
provided as an intervention to 
support students struggling 
with fluency.  
 

Sam 
Hanson 
Holly 
Blume 
Emily 
White 

Betsy 
Harris  
Holly 
Blume -LAP 
and 
classroom 
teachers 

Sept. June Computer Lab, parent 
volunteer 

Student fluency data 
over time 

3,5  

IXL Math-This is a math fluency 
program that is used as an 
intervention for students who 
are struggling. 
 

Betsy 
Harris, Sam 
Hanson 

Classroom 
teachers 

Late 
Sept. 

June Computer lab Student data reports 3,5 

Reflex Math-This is another 
supplemental program that our 
students and teachers find 
helpful in supporting students 
on their math skills. 
 
Kahn Academy for at/Above 
Grade Level    
 

Sam 
Hanson 
 
 
 
 
 
Sam 
Hanson 

Classroom 
teachers/ 
Support 
Staff 
 
 
 
Classroom 
Staff 

Sept. 
2016 
 
 
 
 
 
Sept. 
2016 

June 
2017 
 
 
 
 
 
June 
2017 

Computer Lab/ LCE 
family home computers 
 
 
 
 
Computer Lab/ LCE 
family home computers 

Student data 
reports/progress 
monitoring/fluency 
gains. 
 
 
 
Challenging Math for 
advanced learners 

3, 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 

PLCs Lew Teaching 
staff 

Ongoi
ng 

Ongoi
ng 

Professional Growth 
Fridays, video resources, 

Survey data 1, 2, 8 
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Our LCE teachers meet weekly 
in their grade level teams to 
review lessons, collaborate on 
formative assessments used in 
the classrooms, and review 
student data. 
 
In addition to the grade level 
teams we have asked teachers 
to choose an area of interest 
that they would like to pursue 
in the Learning Teams. These 
are mixed grade level teams. 
The areas that the teams will 
be exploring are: Strategies for 
Students with ADHD, the Data 
Dashboard, and a book study 
on Purposeful Instruction, 
Learning Targets, and Common 
Assessments Aligned with the 
Common Core. 
 
 
 

Dickert, 
teacher 
leadership 
team 

Embedded Formative 
Assessment book, grade 
level collaborative time   

Digital Citizen ship Kathy Van 
Horn 

Classroom 
staff 

Oct. 
2016 

Dec. 
2016 

Library Time Demonstration of usage 
and respectful 
management of self & 
hardware 

7 

Science Lab Program Matt 
Miller 

Parent 
helpers, 
classroom 
teachers 

Mid 
Oct. 
2016 

May 
2017 

Science labs Survey data from 
students, MSP science 
scores 

6 

Teacher Assistance Team Keyoor 
Joshi, Lew 
Dickert, 
Sam 
Hanson 

Grade level 
teams, 
Sped. staff 

Oct. 
2016 

June 
2017 

 Regularly Scheduled 
Meetings 

Student data 5, 7 
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Creating a Culture of Kindness 
and Tolerance 

Libbie 
Moshier 
Sam H 
Lew D 
PTA 

All staff Ongoi
ng 

Ongoi
ng 

 Sister Schools 
Tolerance 
Acceptance 
Assemblies – 
Bucket Filling 
Sister Schools 

A kinder, more tolerant, 
and thoughtful school 
community 

4, 6 

Developing Independent Social 
consciousness and 
restoring/strengthening 
relationships 

Lew 
Dickert 
Sam 
Hanson 

All staff Ongoi
ng 

Ongoi
ng 

Restorative Practices 
Text By: Smith, Fisher, 
Frey 

Increased quality of 
relationships with 
students/teachers, 
student/student, 
professional to 
professional 

1, 4, 6 

Technology Interventions (Use 
of tablets Pads, Dream Box, 
technology) for RR, Hi Cap. 
Primary classes 

Caitlin V. 
Sam 
Hanson 
Emily W. 

Hi Cap, 
Primary, 
Resource 
Room 

Oct. June  “Tablets” used as tools 
to increase student 
achievement and 
motivation. 
 

Assessment data used to 
determine growth after 
intervention.   

2, 4 

Implementation of Computer 
on Wheels (COW) carts in 
grades 3-6 

Caitlin 
Vansteel, 
Karen 
Hicken- 
Bottom 

3rd-6th staff Jan 
2016 

June 
2017 

COWs used for 
classroom based 
instruction, test 
familiarity and 
assessments 

Increased Technology 
applications 

2, 4 

GRR and FIT based instructional 
conversations 

Lew 
Dickert 
Sam 
Hanson 
Teacher 
Leaders 
Cathy M 
Caitlin V 
Andrea P 

All Staff Sept 
2015 

June 
2017 

Instructional 
conversations and 
observations. 
Text Study 
Purposeful Classrooms 
and  
Better Learning- 
Structured Teaching 
(Both by Fisher/Frey) 
Classroom “walk 
throughs” by LCE staff 
and Admins. 

Deeper conversation 
and application of 
learned strategies for 
differentiating 
instruction and 
facilitating small group 
instruction. 

2, 3. 5. 
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Grade Level 

Actions 

Shared resources 

Possibilities 

Instructional aide 

 

 

Classroom 

Actions 

Small groups                  Parent volunteers               A to Z readers         Peer partnerships 

One on one moments   Graphic organizers             Visual models/anchor charts 

Possibilities 

After school reading club      More time for small groups         

 

Grade/Team: First Grade Team Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

LAP 

Professional development 

Possibilities 

Release time to go observe other teachers 

 

Building 

Actions 

LAP 

Possibilities 

Full time LAP 

Building TOSA 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

Shared resources 

Possibilities 

 

 

Classroom 

Actions 

Using manipulatives       Sentence frames        Bridges interventions         Small groups           Peer tutoring    

Watch Dog                        Parent volunteers     Mango Math                         

Possibilities 

Paraeducator time for small groups/one on one 

Cooperative math challenges 

 

Grade/Team: First Grade Team Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

Professional development 

Possibilities 

Building 

Actions 

 

Possibilities 

Math LAP 

Math TOSA 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

Meetings 

Possibilities 

Classroom 

Actions 

Behavior plans 

Class meetings 

Kelso 

Possibilities 

 

Grade/Team: First Grade Team Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

Possibilities 

 

Building 

Actions 

Social groups 

Counselor 

Meetings 

Possibilities 

Shared resources 

Social groups for students with the counselor 

Stress relief (staff masseuse) 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

*Wonder grove                *Bullying-Second Step Lessons 

*Requested Groups          *Libby: social groups 

Possibilities 

Classroom 

Actions                *Class meetings         *Restorative practices       *Talking one-on-one         *Class promises       *Seating arrangements 

*Post directions, schedule          

*Model behavior: Level 1, 2, 3, 4 

*Modeling appropriate behavior, language, talk 

Possibilities 

Grade/Team: 3rd Grade Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/Emotional :x 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

Possibilities 

Building 

Actions 

*Christy Generous: Social Groups 

*Connections: Individual meet with Libby 

Possibilities 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

*Parent Volunteer Support           

Possibilities      *High School Community Service      *Watch Dog Support       *Glacier Peak Education Class Support 

*Intervention during last indoor recess—Betsy            *Math Intervention for more advanced mathematicians 

*Grade level (paid) intervention specialists. 

Classroom 

Actions         *Small group intervention           *Reteach              

*IXL               *Multiple Strategies 

*Reflex 

 

Possibilities 

*Watch Dog Support (more regularly) 

Grade/Team: 3rd Grade Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math : X           Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

Possibilities 

Building 

Actions 

Possibilities 

*Math—LAP? 

*CAP (Like Totem Falls) or (Parent Volunteer) 

*1st hour of the day supervised by Watch Dog in the computer lab for teachers to send kids to use: Reflex, Kahn Academy, etc. 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

*debriefing  

*sharing resources and ideas 

Possibilities 

 

Classroom 

Actions 

*parent communication  *class meetings 

*class agreements  

*one-on-one conferencing and brainstorming solutions 

Possibilities 

*behavior contracts 

Grade/Team: 4th Grade: Donna, Michelle, Nancy, and Sue Area of Focus: 

Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

Possibilities 

*small class sizes 

Building 

Actions 

*admin/counselor referrals  

Possibilities 

*counselor establishing small group for social/emotional support 

*occasional Sam/Lew pull out for targeted students who would benefit from relationship building with administrators and a break from the class-

room environment (male bonding time!);  particular need in second half of day.  

*EA support for small group or individual intervention on a weekly consistent basis to be shared by the grade level.  

 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 
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Grade Level 

Actions 

*share materials and strategies 

 

Possibilities 

Classroom 

Actions 

*small group support and intervention 

*small group parent support 

*reteaching 

*modified/leveled assignments 

*online review and extension activities 

Possibilities 

 

Grade/Team: 4th Grade: Donna, Michelle, Nancy, and Sue Circle the Area of Focus: 

             Math             

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

 

Possibilities 

*smaller class size 

Building 

Actions 

*Resource for IEP students 

Possibilities 

*LAP service 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

Possibilities 

Classroom 

Actions 

*small group support for all levels of learners 

*leveled reading materials and assignments (including homework) 

*peer support 

*parent helpers 

*one-on-one/small group reteaching 

Possibilities 

*Access Read Naturally materials  

 

 

 

*share materials and strategies 

*end of day debriefing with 4th grade colleagues 

 

 

 

Grade/Team: 4th Grade: Donna, Michelle, Nancy, and Sue Area of Focus: 

Reading                 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

 

Possibilities 

*Follow through on class-size promises 

 

 

Building 

Actions 

*LAP support 

*ELL support 

*Resource support for IEP 

Possibilities 

*Additional LAP time and extended support from trained EA 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 
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District 

Actions 

  

Possibilities 

 

Building 

Actions 

 

Possibilities 

 Provide expert speakers for all staff on topics such as OD, ADD, Autism, Dyslexia, etc. etc.  

 Provide alternative sitting (standing desks, tables,  wiggle seats,  stools, etc.) 

 Social skills groups for students that need it 

 Redistribute recess and lunch times 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

- Grant Writing for math manipulatives and materials for enrichment or intervention 

 

Possibilities 

 Departmentalize 

 Combining  student groups by need 

 After school clubs 

 

Classroom 

Actions 

 Differentiated instruction 

 Push in special ed model 

Possibilities 

 Ability grouping 

 Math centers 

  

 

Grade/Team:  Fifth Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

  

Possibilities 

 Math TOSAs or a paid math group should create well structured smartboard documents for each lesson. 

 Restructure the units  and chapters in Bridges to provide sequential development of skills. 

 New curriculum like Math Expressions 

 

Building 

Actions 

Provide guest teacher release for  individual assessment and remediation 

 

Possibilities 

- Lap Services 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

- Grant Writing for E-readers or leveled materials 

- Researching free on-line resources 

Possibilities 

 Utilizing programs like Open E-Books (requires Special Ed signup) and Reading Ally (requires a small fee) 

 Combining  student groups by need 

 

Classroom 

Actions 

 Using books on tape 

 Special Ed intervention curriculum  being trialed 

 Leveled  readers 

Possibilities 

 Lap services 

 More access  to leveled reading materials (leveled in content areas) 

 E-Readers  available for  checkout OR partial class sets for classrooms 

 

Grade/Team:  Fifth Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

 Adopt a comprehensive literacy curriculum 

Possibilities 

 Smaller class sizes 

 

Building 

Actions 

Provide guest teacher release for  individual assessment 

 

Possibilities 

Purchase grade level reading curriculum, i.e. Lucy Calkins Units of Study—Reading 

 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

Each side of the house has been working adding in more team building activities that have Sanchez/ Rogers and Pickett/ Vansteel merging their 

classes to work on social skills etc.  

Possibilities 

 

Perhaps we can do an early winter whole grade level team building/ leadership activity?  

Classroom 

Actions 

Both Ms. Sanchez and Mrs. Vansteel have working on incorporating more mini lessons on mindfulness, cooperative behaviors, active listening etc. 

Mr. Pickett and Mr. Rogers hold regular class meetings and collaboration discussions. They are working on instructing students to work effectively 

in teams within their science groups. All classes focus on restorative practices and conversations to identify and redirect behavior issues.  

Possibilities 

Adding in more opportunities for whole class mindfulness lessons  

Grade/Team: Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

 

Possibilities 

Building 

Actions 

There are opportunities for our sixth graders to be leaders and help out other classroom teachers as well as other students. Such as being greeters 

for special events such as Veteran’s Day and Grandparents, big buddies, escorting Kindergarteners to buses etc.  

Possibilities 

 

Town hall especially for sixth grade.  

Social lessons from the counselor. 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 
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Grade Level 

Actions: Reflex for math facts fluency—students practice math fact fluency for addition and subtraction or multiplication and division using online 

math fact fluency program geared to differentiated instruction for each student.  Beginning of the year math computation review for all students, 

to review addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of more complex computation problems focusing in the standard algorithm.  Math en-

richment  and extension for students at or above grade level standard, to promote growth beyond grade level.  IXL math to help students practice 

grade level math skills and concepts along with below grade level and above grade level skills and concepts.  Working with students in small-

groups and one-on-one when applicable.  

Possibilities: We would like to explore an online program-Dreambox.  Which is an intuitive program driven by the in individual progress of each 

student.  Using assignments on the Big Math Ideas math website, which have certain problems with live tutors.  Have a  tablet for each student to 

practice math skills and problems and be able to submit them in real-time to then receive teacher assistance and intervention during class time.  

Math Lap teacher to come help assist classroom teacher during parts of the daily lesson.   EA/Resource teacher to help students that struggle with 

reading , that helps them read and understand math problems and real-life application problems. 

Classroom 

Actions: Reflex for math facts fluency—students practice math fact fluency for addition and subtraction or multiplication and division using online 

math fact fluency program geared to differentiated instruction for each student.  Beginning of the year math computation review for all students, 

to review addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of more complex computation problems focusing in the standard algorithm.  Math en-

richment  and extension for students at or above grade level standard, to promote growth beyond grade level.  IXL math to help students practice 

grade level math skills and concepts along with below grade level and above grade level skills and concepts.  Working with students in small-

groups and one-on-one when applicable.  

Possibilities: We would like to explore an online program-Dreambox.  Which is an intuitive program driven by the in individual progress of each 

student.  Using assignments on the Big Math Ideas math website, which have certain problems with live tutors.  Have a  tablet for each student to 

practice math skills and problems and be able to submit them in real-time to then receive teacher assistance and intervention during class time.  

Math Lap teacher to come help assist classroom teacher during parts of the daily lesson.   EA/Resource teacher to help students that struggle with 

reading , that helps them read and understand math problems and real-life application problems. 

Grade/Team: Team 6-Math Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math    XX     Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions: None currently available.  

Possibilities: We would like to explore an online program-Dreambox.  Using assignments on the Big Math Ideas math website, which have certain 

problems with live tutors, which requires to have daily access to computers. Have a  tablet for each student to practice math skills and problems 

and be able to submit them in real-time to then receive teacher assistance and intervention during class time.  Math Lap teacher to come help as-

sist classroom teacher during parts of the daily lesson.   EA/Resource teacher to help students that struggle with reading , that helps them read 

and understand math problems and real-life application problems. 

Building 

Actions: Reflex for math facts fluency—students practice math fact fluency for addition and subtraction or multiplication and division using online 

math fact fluency program geared to differentiated instruction for each student.  IXL math to help students practice grade level math skills and 

concepts along with below grade level and above grade level skills and concepts.   

Possibilities: We would like to explore an online program-Dreambox.  Using assignments on the Big Math Ideas math website, which have certain 

problems with live tutors, which requires to have daily access to computers. Have a  tablet for each student to practice math skills and problems 

and be able to submit them in real-time to then receive teacher assistance and intervention during class time.  Math Lap teacher to come help as-

sist classroom teacher during parts of the daily lesson.   EA/Resource teacher to help students that struggle with reading , that helps them read 

and understand math problems and real-life application problems. 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 



Grade Level 

Actions 

Same as above…  

Possibilities 

 

What if we did more grouping of levels across the grade level? Walk to reads?  

Classroom 

Actions 

Both Ms. Sanchez and Mrs. Vansteel have begun pulling students in small groups based on their reading levels to work on comprehension or skill 

work depending on what is needed then.  We are working on using differentiated, small group instruction utilizing leveled text, differentiated liter-

ature circles, scaffolding with discussion stems and read-a-louds.  

Possibilities 

Looking at how, without an RTI curriculum, we can adequately monitor the progress of our students within small groups.  

Grade/Team: Circle the Area of Focus: 

Reading                Math            Behavior/Social/Emotional 

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES   

11/4/16 



District 

Actions 

 

Possibilities 

Building 

Actions 

In the intermediate grade levels there is not an official RTI outside of what we do in our classrooms such as LAP.  

Possibilities 

 

Could we find an RTI program we could implement with perhaps intermediate students that has progress monitoring?  

INTERVENTIONS—CURRENT ACTIONS AND POSSIBILITIES  (CONT. FROM OTHER SIDE) 

11/4/16 
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